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The World’s Simplest, Most
Versatile and Effective
Wire Handling Invention

The World’s Simplest,
Most Versatile and
TM
Effective
Wire Handling
Pre-fabricated wire rolls up to 1200mm high can be loaded onto the Ezywire
without any manual lifting, either off the ground or straight off the back of a Invention

EzywireTM OVERVIEW

truck. Once the roll is in the vertical position they can be dispensed straight onto
posts if required because the patented 3 roller outrigger system resists the wire
dispensing so there is some tension on the wire as you drive. Models vary from a
single wire roll to a 4 roll capacity. There is nothing else in the world to match the
Ezywires’TM simpleness, versatility and effectiveness.

Multiple plain wire spinners and barb spools can be handled on elbows that fit
onto the wire roll shafts. These elbows have a braking system that stops
overrun of the wire. If necessary the EzywireTM can be detached and chained
to a post or pegged down to the ground and the vehicle (tractor/bobcat etc.)
can pull out multiple wires in one pass, such as
when wire is pulled through split posts or in
places a tractor cannot get.
When it comes to difficult terrain or jobs with
obstructions the EzywireTM really pays its way
because, if necessary, you can even dispense wire onto the opposite side of
the fence from where the vehicle is. Running wire across a creek or dam has
never been easier.

EzywireTM FEATURES














Models to suit forks or direct hitch to the machine
Flat packs for shipping when required
Knocks down to manageable weight parts
No need for machine hydraulics
Models light enough to be used by mini diggers (Dingo type
machines) up to large tractors with loaders.
No friction damage to wire at all
Easy method of threading centre spear through small centre holes - you don’t have to precision drive it through
Detachable outrigger strainer makes feeding out and straining a breeze
Tough rubber rollers guide, grip and clamp wire without damage or the need for hydraulics
Outrigger operates either side of the machine, you can dispense forwards or backwards
Rollers easily removed.
Makes tying wire to posts much easier because it is in a vertical position
Will halve your labour or double your output
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